WORCESTER ART MUSEUM
WORCESTER ART MUSEUM TO EXPLORE IRANIAN AND INDIAN ART
THROUGH MANUSCRIPT PAGES IN FALL 2018 EXHIBITION
Preserved Pages: Book as Art in Persia and India, 1300-1800, Looks at Works on Paper,
the Primary Vehicles for Artistic Images from the Medieval through Early-Modern Periods
Worcester, MA—September 10, 2018—This fall, the Worcester Art Museum (WAM) will
examine an important period of art making in the Islamic societies of Iran and India,
drawing on forty key works from WAM’s collection. Preserved Pages: Book as Art in
Persia and India, 1300-1800, organized by guest curators Hannah Hyden and David J.
Roxburgh, will explore the ways in which the linkage between art and literature nurtured
artistic developments across the region. The exhibition tracks the innovations in style and
media created by artists—including painting, drawing, and illumination—that was spurred
by a growing interest in collecting single pages and assembling them into albums.
Preserved Pages will be on view October 13, 2018 through January 6, 2019.
“For centuries in Persia and India, books and albums were the central vehicles for the
production, dissemination and experience of artistic images. Many of these remarkable
images feature vivid colors and abundant, intricate detail,” said Hannah Hyden, guest
curator and doctoral student at Harvard University. “With this exhibition, we want
audiences to come away with both an understanding of the history of these artworks
throughout the region and to cultivate an interest in the connections between the great
literary traditions of India and Iran and the visual tradition that grew alongside it,” added
co-curator David J. Roxburgh, Prince Alwaleed Bin Talal Professor of Islamic Art History
at Harvard University.
Organized around a series of themes, the exhibition examines the range of contexts in
which illustrated manuscripts were used—from epic works of poetry to capturing major
moments in history—as well as how individual artworks were assembled into bound
albums, and the emergence of certain styles, subject matters, and norms, such as
including the name or signature of the artist. The first half of the exhibition will present
famous literary works represented by folios from manuscripts, while the second half will
focus on the album format and its artistic developments, all drawn from the Worcester Art
Museum’s collection.
Specific sections of Preserved Pages include:
●

A focus on the Shāhnāma (Book of Kings), Abu al-Qasim Firdawsi’s epic volume
of poetry (c. 1010) comprising some 50,000 Persian couplets that captured
Persia’s pre-Islamic royal history, and the Great Mongol Shāhnāma, which reflects
the political, economic, and cultural connections between Persia and China.

●

The section on History and Biography explores how, beginning under the
Mongols, Persian scholar-bureaucrats encouraged the production of histories
which were illustrated. One of these—polymath and vizier Rashid al-Din (d.
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1318)—composed a world history from the view of the Mongols, from prophets and
patriarchs such as Adam and Muhammad through to the Islamic Abbasid dynasty
(r. 750-1258). Rashid al-Din’s further innovation was to support the production of
luxurious copies of his book and to have them distributed to major centers of
learning. This process supported the dissemination of Persian history, while also
nurturing the art of making such illustrated texts, which became a desirable means
of embodying dynastic success.
●

In The Album: The Art of Assembly, the exhibition explores the complex process
of creating codex-format collections composed of various art forms including
calligraphy, painting, and drawing. Emerging in the 1400s in Iran, the concept of
binding together individual, standalone artworks subsequently spread throughout
the Islamic lands to Central Asia, India, and Turkey (Anatolia) and also grew in
complexity, as did the specialized skills needed to prepare the artworks for
mounting in albums. Moreover, this section explores how, as the demand for
albums grew, aspects of artistic production changed: calligraphers and artists
started to make works speculatively with the idea that their art would be
purchased, collected, and subsequently made up into albums.

●

Examples of such changes in artistic production are further explored in Naming
the Artist: the practice of artists signing their paintings and drawings, beginning in
the 1500s, and the subsequent impact on encouraging more individualized artistic
styles. As a wider variety of arts’ patrons from different classes and professions
began to emerge, artists saw greater opportunities in making single-sheet artworks
for sale. And as the idea of collecting such single-sheet works grew in popularity,
so did the desire for more individualism in artistic expression.

●

The final section looks at Women at Court. Powerful matriarchs were the norm
within the Indian Mughal tradition, and women exercised great power from within
the harem, often as avid patrons of the arts. At the same time, the imperial harem
was also the setting for important ceremonies from royal marriages to funerals, as
well as many religious festivals. In examining the depictions of women in this
section, the exhibition connects the ideas within the art—often conceived by the
male elites, and executed by male artists—with the tastes and topics of interest to
India’s powerful female patrons.

“The Worcester Art Museum is fortunate to have an art collection of the Islamic world with
great strengths in illustrated manuscripts and album pages,” said Vivian Li, Associate
Curator of Asian Art and Global Contemporary Art. “Because these works are sensitive to
light, they are rarely on view—so it is a great pleasure to be able to present them publicly
together, in a show that explores many of the themes that are central to understanding the
art and the history behind each object. We are grateful to Hannah Hyden and David
Roxburgh for their creative development of this exhibition.”
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Related Event
Third Thursday Master Series Art Talk
On Thursday, November 15 at 6pm, David J. Roxburgh, Prince Alwaleed Bin Talal
Professor of Islamic Art History at Harvard University, will present a lecture, titled
“Illustrating Epic Poetry and History in Persian Manuscripts from the Mongols to the
Timurids." A reception with cash bar and live music will follow. The event is free with
Museum admission.
About the Curators
Since 2007, David J. Roxburgh has held the post of Prince Alwaleed Bin Talal Professor
of Islamic Art History at Harvard University, where he has been teaching since 1996. A
native of Scotland, he attended Edinburgh University and Edinburgh College of Art,
graduating with an M.A. with Honors in Fine Art, a degree that combined history of art with
studio practice. He started his doctoral work at the University of Pennsylvania, completing
his Ph.D. as a fellow at the Smithsonian Institution and Center for Advanced Study in the
Visual Arts, National Gallery of Art. Roxburgh’s books include Prefacing the Image: The
Writing of Art History in Sixteenth-Century Iran (Leiden, 2001) and The Persian Album,
1400-1600: From Dispersal to Collection (New Haven, 2005). He has also worked as a
curator on the exhibitions Turks: A Journey of A Thousand Years (London, Royal
Academy of Art, 2005), Traces of the Calligrapher: Islamic Calligraphy in Practice, c.
1600-1900 (Houston, Museum of Fine Arts, 2007), and Technologies of the Image: Art in
19th-Century Iran (Cambridge and New Haven, Harvard University Art Museums and Yale
University Press, 2017).
Hannah Hyden is a third-year Ph.D. student in the History of Art and Architecture
Department at Harvard University. She focuses on sixteenth and seventeenth-century
Persianate arts of the book. She received her B.A. with Distinction in Liberal Studies and
Spanish from Sonoma State University and an M.A. with Honors in Islamic and Middle
Eastern Studies from the Hebrew University, Jerusalem. She also completed her M.A. in
History of Art at the Courtauld Institute of Art in the Special Option of Persian Painting and
Transcultural Visuality. During her time at the Courtauld, she served as an Iran Heritage
Foundation Research Assistant and Courtauld Scholar.
About the Worcester Art Museum
Founded in 1896, the Worcester Art Museum’s encyclopedic 38,000 piece collection
covers 51 centuries of art. Highlights include the Medieval Chapter House, Renaissance
Court, and Worcester Hunt Mosaic, as well as the recently integrated John Woodman
Higgins Armory collection of arms and armor. The Museum is internationally known for its
collection of European and American art. It was the first in America to acquire paintings by
Monet and Gauguin and one of the first to exhibit photography as fine art. As the one of
the first U.S. museums to focus on collaborating with local schools, it has been at the
forefront of engaging audiences and giving them a meaningful and personal experience
for over a century.
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The Worcester Art Museum, located at 55 Salisbury Street in Worcester,
MA, is open Wednesday through Sunday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.; and every third
Thursday from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Admission is $16 for adults, $6 for children 417, $14 for seniors 65+, and $14 for college students with ID. Members and
children under four are free. Parking is free. For more information, visit
worcesterart.org.
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